Introduction
Scheme 1 Sequential dehydrochlorination of γ-hexachlorocyclohexane (γ-HCH) to γpentachlorocyclohexenes (γ-PCCHs), tetrachlorocyclohexadienes (TCDNs), and trichlorobenzenes (TCBs) catalyzed by the two variants of lindane dehydrochlorinases LinA1 and LinA2. Crossed arrows indicate that a reaction was not observed. The C atoms in γ-HCH are numbered for a distinction of reactive positions and isotopic substitution in the different conformers and do not represent IUPAC naming. The blue and red bonds highlight the different spatial arrangements of reactive H−C−C−Cl moieties in γ-HCH and γ-PCCH. Whereas LinA1 catalyzes the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH at both H−C−C−Cl moieties (red and blue bonds), LinA2 only reacts with the moieties highlighted in blue in γ-HCH. Different conformers of HCH and PCCH are labelled as (Cf1) and (Cf2). γ-PCCH has two enantiomers denoted as γ-PCCH1 (1,3(R),4(S),5(S),6(R)-γ-PCCH) and γ-PCCH2 (1,3(S),4(R),5(R),6(S)-γ-PCCH). The stereochemical configuration of the respective TCDN stereoisomers is as follows: 1,3(R),4,6(R)-TCDN, 1,3(S),4,6(S)-TCDN, and 1,3(s),5, 6(s)-TCDN.
(Section S1.4). The dehydrochlorination kinetics of γ-HCH and γ-PCCH to less chlorinated products were eval-157 uated in a series of ordinary differential equations implemented in Copasi 42 (Section S4.1). The 
where v is the reaction rate in M/s, k cat the turnover number in s −1 , K m is the Michaelis constant,
164
[Enz] 0 is the initial enzyme concentration, 
where E stands for the elements C and H, δ h E 0 and δ h E are the initial isotope signatures of the 174 substrate and during its transformation, respectively. c/c 0 is the fraction of the remaining substrate.
175
Apparent 13 C kinetic isotope effects, 13 C-AKIE, were calculated from C -values following standard 176 procedures by accounting for isotopic dilution, reactive sites, and intramolecular competition as 177 detailed in Elsner 24 (eq. 3).
178
where n is the number of C atoms in the substrate, x is the number of these atoms at a reactive 179 position(s) and z is the correction for intramolecular isotopic competition. As is documented in Alternatively, 2 H-AKIEs were obtained by solving a set of ordinary differential equations for 185 all H isotopomers (isotopic isomers 47 ) containing not more than one heavy isotope as proposed 186 previously by Wijker et al. 46 (eq. 4). 13 C-AKIE were derived with the same procedure for C 187 isotopomers to illustrate the equivalence of the two approaches.
188
where c E i is the concentration of an isotopomer of element E, ν i is the stoichiometric coefficient 
Uncertainties represent 95% confidence intervals b -= not detected; c eq. 2 d eq. 6 e calculated from C -values with eq. 3 f derived from isotopomer-specific model with eq. 4 
Isotope fractionation associated with the

Figure 3
Correlation of H and C isotope fractionation during the dehydrochlorinatin of γ-HCH by LinA2 (blue) and LinA1 (red). Solid lines and shaded areas indicate correlation slopes Λ H/C and 95% confidence interval (LinA2: 16.4 ± 0.9; LinA1: 11.5 ± 0.8, Table 1 ). dehydrochlorination. In fact, differences in 2 H-AKIEs in elimination reactions have been interpreted 390 as differences in transition state structure where one distinguishes the timing of proton abstraction 391 and leaving group departure. 52-56 Such interpretations have been applied in theoretical studies with sociation -A platform for international cooperation. Environ. Sci. Pollut. Res. 2012, 20, stable isotope fractionation to transformation pathways of organic pollutants. Environ. Sci.
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